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{#if 0} ;It was a day that saw the launch of Windows Vista, and the death of Windows Vista. I'm not sure when that happened. Yes, it's a brand new
term, but for me at least, it means "I remember when Windows Vista was much more exciting, but now it has just about had its day." From the

earliest moments of that fateful day, the Windows blogs and the Windows blogosphere was talking about what was wrong with Vista, how it
wouldn't install, how it wouldn't run, how you couldn't open Word, and my pet hate, how it was ugly. (No, I didn't forget anyone.) And it wasn't just
me. There was a lot of talk about how Vista was never going to get anywhere, and how it was doomed to failure. Well, you can't fault Microsoft for
talking up their product. I mean, they said it was going to be a giant success and become one of the best selling operating systems, even though it

was taking a lot longer than expected and didn't have the first few things it promised. But what doesn't get mentioned is that, as it happened,
Microsoft decided to push Vista harder than it ever had before. Remember: Vista was supposed to be a big success and massive market share

winner. Microsoft knew what they were doing, and they went all out to make sure they killed off XP as fast as they possibly could. Sure, they did a
lot of things that were really positive. They revamped the UI, they added some really cool features, and the newer editions were much better

designed than XP, offering a nice slick look and feel. But Vista came in hot with such a bang that it took a long while to cool down and the
mainstream users were still struggling when Windows 7 was released. It was Vista and the every-day users that Microsoft really needed to win over.
The ones that would use Vista for the first time. The ones that maybe weren't going to get an upgrade. So my guess is this; Vista came in hot, and
Vista was the best-selling OS in 2009. It would have stayed hot with the average user for a while longer. Windows XP was soft launched just at the

right time, and then a couple of months later was pushed out onto the world and the competition had a hard time challenging it. Microsoft were
happy to see it get murdered. Windows
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